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with all of the molecular advances in the developmental systems they learned about
in college (which, I dare say, is most ofus). The generally high quality ofthe writing
and the science are a strong point, and the few soft spots mentioned do not detract
from a basically useful and stimulating book.
KARL HERRUP
Department ofHuman Genetics
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The UCLA Symposia on Molecular and Cellular Biology have consistently put
forward volumes of the highest caliber. This, the fifth of seven such symposia
published to date, certainly upholds that quality. There are, however, two structural
shortcomings in this book. The first is that over half of the volume has previously
been published in the Journal of Cell Biology during 1982 and 1983 (volumes
19-21). Thus, the reader familiar with the field will certainly recognize a number of
the papers presented. The publication of a symposium, though, allows one to ar-
range the work into a well-organized, coherent pattern. The second problem with
this volume is that the papers are presented in what amounts to a random order.
These two shortcomings notwithstanding, this is acollection of43 excellent works
on a wide range of topics. One area prominently covered is the cellular and
molecular biology of transforming viruses (both acute and chronic), including
papers from many of the leading laboratories in the field. A number of papers deal
with persistency and latency of viruses (particularly hepatitis B, Epstein-Barr, and
herpes simplex), as well as with host-range restriction. Gene transfer, activation and
regulation, and reassortment are dealt with in roughly one-fifth of the papers. One
work from this latter area is concerned with the variation of surface antigens in
trypanosomes. These parasites can produce over 100 different surface glycoproteins
sharing no detectable antigenic determinants and are thus able to stay one step ahead
of the host's immune system.
Other topics covered include transformation-related cellular proteins anddevelop-
ment and neoplasia in the erythroid and lymphoid lineages. By far the most widely
used system for studying stem cells and differentiation is the hematopoietic system.
The ability of a single transplanted bone marrow stem cell completely to repopulate
a lethally irradiated recipient is perhaps the most graphic demonstration of a stem
cell's potential. Relatively little work, however, has been devoted to stem cells in
other systems. Thus, the paper by C.S. Potten on gastrointestinal stem cells is of
special note. The elegant and seminal work described has led to the initial develop-
ment of a model system in solid tissue, where none had existed.
The symposium, which took place in the spring of 1982, is mostly current and
topical, although recent developments in gene transfer make those papers seem
slightly dated. Aside from the two shortcomings cited earlier, this is a very fine col-
lection ofpapers on a wide range oftopics loosely covered under the heading "tumor
viruses and differentiation." That the reader can feel the excitement and intellectual
stimulation obviously present at the meeting is a tribute to the contributors and to
this volume.
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